In this paper we used the concept of a pure submodule relative to submodule T in two concepts, pure relative to submodule T Baer injective modules and module with pure relative to submodule T intersection property. Some properties and some characterization of this notions are established.
Introduction
Let R be associative ring with a non-zero identity and R-module will mean unitary left R-module. Recall that a submodule N of an R-module M is pure submodule if for every finitely generated ideal of R, N∩ IM = IN [1] . Following [2] a submodule N of an R-module M is pure submodule relative to submodule T of M (simply T-pure) if N∩IM=IN+T∩ (N∩IM) for every ideal I in R. Every pure submodule is T-pure submodule but the converse is not true for example see [2] . An Rmodule M is called a pure Baer injective module, if for each pure left ideal A of R, any R-homomorphism f : A → M can be extended to an R-hpmomorphism h: R → M [3] .
In this paper we introduce the concept of pure relative to submodule Baer injective modules (simply T-pure Baer injective). In [4] modules with the intersection property of any two pure submodule is pure (simply PIP). This led us to introduce the concept of a module with the poperty that the intersection of any two T-pure submodules is T-pure submodule.
1-Pure Relative ToTubmodule Baer
Injective Modules. Now we introduce the concept of pure relative to submodule Baer injective modules (simply T-pure Baer injective).
Definition 1.1 : [2]
Let M be an R-module and T be a submodule of M. A submodule N of M is said to be T-pure if for each ideal I of R, N∩IM = IN +T∩(N∩IM) .
Let T be an ideal in R, a left ideal A of R is said to be T-pure if for every x A there exists y  A such that xy -y  T ∩ A. Now we give some properties of T-pure submodules.
Remark 1.2 :
1.Let M be an R-module and let N be T-pure submodule of M. If H is T-pure submodule of N, then H is T-pure submodule of M. 
2-Let I be an ideal of R, since N is T-pure in
3-Let I be an ideal of R, since N is T-pure 
Hence Mα is T-pure Baer injective module for each α.
Recall that an R-module P is projective, if given any R-epimorphismf : A → B, nay R-homomorphism g : M→B can be lifted to an R-homomorphism h : M → A [5] .
Theorem 1.6 :
If every T-pure ideal of R is projective. Then the homomorphic image of a T-pure Baer injective module is t-pure Baer injective.
Proof:
Consider the following diagram of R-modules 
Theorem 1.7:
If the homomorphic image of injective module is T-pure Baer injective. Then every T-pure ideal of R is T-projective.
Proof:
Let A be a T-pure left ideal of R and M be an R-module whose injective hull is E(M). Consider the following diagram:
K is T-pure Baer injective by assumption.
So there exists an R-homomorphism h: R → K such that h∘ (a) -f(a)  T ∩ f(A). Since R is projective, there exists k : R → E(M) such that g ∘ k = h, and so g ∘ ∘ ( ) T ∩ f(A) ⊆ f(A). Put h
Hence A is T-projective.
2-Modules with T-Pure Intersection Property
In this section Let R be commutative ring with identity, we introduce the concept of module which have T-pure intersection property.
Definition 2.1 :
An R-module M is said to have the pure relative to submodule intersection property (for short T-PIP) if the intersection of any two T-pure submodules is again T-pure.
Proposition 2.2:
1. If an R-module M has the T-PIP, then every T-pure submodule of M has the T-PIP. Proof : 1-Clear.
2-(  ).
Let N A , N B be two -pure submodules of N M and let K be an ideal in R. We want to
show that
We claim that each of A and B is T-pure in M. To show this, let I be an ideal in R and let x 
Proof:
Suppose M has the T-PIP then for each T-pure submodules A and B, A B is T-pure.
Let I be an ideal in R, then 
It is clear that I (
A B) + T ((A B) IM)  (IA IB) + T ((A B) IM). But (IA IB) + T ((A B) IM)  A (B IM) = (A  B) IM = I (A B) + T  ((A B) IM) . Thus IA IB + J(R) M ((A B) IM) = I (A B) + T  ((A B) IM).
Proof:
Assume that M has the T-PIP. Let A and B be T-pure submodules of M and f=A B M 
